READING

SPEECH AND THE BRAIN 3:

Recommended general overview: authoritative, and a good introduction for linguists


Sublexical Units?


Lateralisatión


LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

See also supervision reading list, subdivided by type of pathology

"Phonetic, linguistic and speech science" approaches


The following books and articles are specific to the aphasias etc:

 Resources

http://emedicine.medscape.com/otolaryngology#oral - especially voice disorders
University of Washington's interactive brain atlas:
1) "Click for Atlas", 2) click on category of picture you want, 3) click on thumbnail image to see that picture bigger, 4) click somewhere on image to see the label for that part, or "Label all" at bottom of screen:

 Video: *Born Talking.* BBC: Jonathan Miller exploring language breakdown. Shows various aphasic (and some other) conditions, including sign-language users with aphasia. In Phonetics Lab, in bookcase in narrow bit. See Geoff to arrange viewing it.

Therapy, Clinical approaches etc.


**Personal accounts of communication disorders and related problems**
Hebden, J. (1985) *She'll Never Do Anything Dear*. Human Horizon, Souvenir Press. (Down's syndrome.)
Brown, C. *My Left Foot*. (Cerebral Palsy)

**Journals**
*Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics*
*Journal of Speech and Hearing Research*
*Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders*
*British Journal of Disorders of Communication*
*Journal of Voice*